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From the Editor
Well as we usher in a new Harrier season we 
have much to refl ect on over the Summer. A 
tumultuous and dark summer for Christchurch, 
Greymouth, New Zealand, Australia,  in our 
athletic communities even our own club. There 
have also been heartening stories both here and globally off ering 
proof of the indominatability of the human spirit, as people rally 
around each other and strive for something better. The desire to 
carry on, a characteristic at the heart of our very own sport. At a 
time when we refl ect on the importance of community we also are 
reminded of what you get from being a part of this great club. Also, 
in this issue we have new contributors in Rebecca Spiers (track-
building) and Jonathan Harper (sleepy runners) and more great 
advice from Ryan Woolley and Edwin. Have a safe and inspiring 
winter season – and most importantly, look after each other! 

Grant McLean

General Manager’s Piece
The Club’s 2011 winter season will start on 26 
March, the same day as the summer season 
fi nishes with the New Zealand Track and Field 
Championships in Dunedin.  There is no such 
thing as a break between seasons!  The fi rst 
month of the season is always exciting, with lots 
of last year’s members returning with renewed enthusiasm together 
with what we expect to be a large group of new members.

The Club puts a lot of eff ort into recruitment, so make sure the new 
faces get a really warm and friendly Scottish welcome.  The reasons 
people join Scottish are many and varied but we cater for all.  We 
should all be proud of the Scottish community we have collectively 
created which results in so many people wanting to join us.  

For members racing interclub, you will notice one change this year, 
which is the introduction of electronic timing chips.  Yes, we are 
moving into the 21st century!  When you pay your subscription, you 
receive your own timing chip which will then allow you to compete 
and be recorded in the interclub races.  No chip, no result!  So please 
ensure your subscription is paid well before the fi rst interclub race.  
I look forward to seeing you all on 26 March and sharing with you 
what will be another great Scottish season.

Todd Stevens
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The 2011 winter season is nearly upon us with 
Opening Day on 26 March. This year’s RWC has 
meant that the National events calendar has 
been moved to earlier in the season, and as 
a consequence both the Centre and our club 
programme have had to be juggled. Please 
mark in your calendars  Saturday September 3 , 
National Road Relay in Auckland. The club would 
again like to get as many teams competing in 
this event as possible, and to improve on last 
year’s runner’s up in the Top Club competition.

Scottish needs your help to ensure that we 
remain a strong club, and there are many tasks 

required to be completed to ensure the smooth 
functioning of the club. If you can help please 
contact Todd or myself, we would love to see 
some new faces and talent stepping in.

It was with great sadness that we learnt of the 
passing of two of our prominent life members 
recently in Grant Wheeler and Clem Green. Grant 
was one of the best competitive runners in our 
history, as our most prolifi c club champion and 
pioneering New Zealand representative. Clem will 
be particularly remembered for involvement in the 
establishment of the Veterans (Masters’) movement.

Finally thank you all for the support following 
my heart attack last year. It reminded me what a 
great community  Scottish is. If there is one thing 
we can take from this, it is that although being fi t 
doesn’t make you bullet proof, it certainly boosts 
your survival chances and recovery. So don’t let 
those running/walking shoes gather dust, and 
how about dragging a friend or family member 
along to Scottish this season.

Glen Wallis
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President’s piece
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Wellington Scottish Athletics Club proudly presents an open invitation to

Roger Robinson and Kathrine Switzer
Come and hear two of the World’s most inspiring speakers on running trace the evolution of running’s 

greatest event – the Marathon  – from its mythical origins to its cultural relevance in the world today

When:   Tuesday, 22 March, 7.00pm to 8.30pm

Where:  SPARC offi  ces (the old AMP Building), Ground Floor, corner  
   of Customhouse Quay and Hunter Street 

How much:  Free

Refreshments will be available along with a selection of Roger and Kathrine’s wonderful 

running literature for sale.

RSVP: Let us know if you are coming along contact: grant.mclean@sparc.org.nz or 021 682 954
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Grant Wheeler
New Zealand Representative and nine times 
Scottish Club Champion

Our older members especially will be saddened to 
hear of the death in February of Grant Wheeler in 
England at his home near Chichester, West Sussex.  
Grant was one of the most outstanding athletes 
to have proudly worn the Scottish Club vest.

Like top Scottish runners Michael Browne and 
Neil Dobbie before him he came from Eastbourne 
and joined us together with his close friend Roger 
Wyatt as products of Wellington College where 
he excelled not only in athletics but also in cricket. 
He came under the guidance of our Brian Derwin, 
a former winner of the New Zealand junior cross 
country title and Wellington senior champion. Grant 
was our junior champion in 1957 and 58 then our 
senior champion from 1959 to 1967 inclusive – an 
unprecedented nine times, matched only in more 
recent times by his own protégé: Steve Hunt. He 
won the Wellington Centre cross country junior 
title in 1958 and the senior in 1964, also the Centre 
marathon title in 1967. He represented the Centre 12 
times in the New Zealand Championships.

When our Ossie Melville started campaigning 
(and fundraising) to send a New Zealand team 
for the fi rst time to the International Cross 
Country Championships (now the IAAF World 
Championships), Brian Derwin convinced Grant 
that he could make this – if he put in the required 
hard work. We were very proud of him when he 
ran brilliantly in the fi nal trial and was selected as 
a member of this pioneering team, managed by 
Ossie, that competed in the ICCC in Belgium, then 
again with the second team in 1967 for the ICCC 
in Wales.

As a young married man with a family these 
achievements came with much dedication 
and sacrifi ces. But as well Grant played many 
major roles within our club: leading our highly 
successful senior team, coaching a number of 
athletes and as an administrator, culminating as 

President in 1974. As a senior manager for UEB 
Industries in Lower Hutt, he was transferred to 
Christchurch then ultimately to Auckland, before 
the fi rm was bought out.  Some 20 years ago 
they moved to the UK, fi rstly Cardiff  then Ipswich 
before retiring to the South Coast. In February 
2009, during what was to be his last visit here, we 
had a wonderful reunion dinner attended by 36 
of his Scottish teammates and spouses/partners.

On a personal note, Grant was one of my closest 
running pals, in spite of beating me to three 
major titles. We trained together at Petone Rec 
after work, from his home in Eastbourne and all 
over the Wellington area with Scottish. We shared 
in many memorable trips around New Zealand, 
both with Scottish and Wellington teams. His 
parents hosted the club from their home in 
Eastbourne and also held great social gatherings. 
He was my groomsman at my wedding. I have 
been fortunate to stay with him at three of his 
homes in the UK, including two years ago when 
sadly the eff ects of Parkinson’s were becoming 
more evident.

So we say farewell to a great Scottish member, 
we salute his achievements and we express our 
sincerest condolences to his wife Fiona and his 
family members spread around New Zealand, 
Australia and the UK.

Alan Stevens Patron

Two pioneering Life Members    
are remembered

Grant and AlanGrant andd AlAlann
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Clem Green
A founding father of The New Zealand 
Veterans movement 

Members will also be saddened by the death of 
Clem Green in Christchurch in February, another 
Life Member of the club. 

Clem and his wife Nola and children Jackie, Wren, 
Virginia and Belinda lived at the top of Hargreaves 
Street, next to the upper ground of Prince of 
Wales Park. From the late 1950s they all became 
members of Scottish and Clem acted as de facto 
caretaker of our original club house on top of the 
bank at the southern end of the main ground. 
He was never one of our leading athletes, but 
won the Murphy Cup in the tough 20 mile cross 
country at Trentham three times: 1965,68 and 71.

But it is in the Veterans/Masters side of athletics that 
he will be particularly remembered, being one of 
the founders of the movement in New Zealand. In 
the early 1970s he was part of a band of keen Vets 
running in Scottish who in 1971 organized the fi rst 
(unoffi  cial) vets Championships at the New Zealand 
Cross Country Championships. In his role with the 
Education Department he travelled a lot around 
New Zealand and made contact with many others 
interested in Vets activities, which led to the formation 
of the New Zealand Vets Association. Once this was 
established with a lot of ongoing administrative 
assistance from his wife Nola, Clem put his energies 
in “spreading the gospel” further afi eld as his work 
also took him around the South Pacifi c. In 1972 Clem, 
Bruce Jenkins, Max Browne, Ted Taylor and their wives 
participated in nine Vets events across Australia, 
further cementing relationships and the expanding 
Vets organisation. This led to his participation 
in the World Veterans Association, their World 
Championships – together with quite large New 
Zealand contingents and ultimately leading roles in 
their administration.

In 1989 we elected him a Life Member of Scottish.

His eff orts for Vets – now Masters was rewarded 
over the years with a number of honours : Life 
Member, then Patron New Zealand Masters Assn., 
Patron Oceania Masters Assn., Life Vice President 
World Masters Assn and from The Queen a QSM 
in 1994.

In retirement he moved to Duvauchelle on Banks 
Peninsula, at the last change on the Takahe-
Akaroa Relay. Each open year he would be at 
the changeover wearing his gold Scottish top 
to support our teams. In 2001 when we had our 
stunning win in the event, on our way back I drove 
the A team van up his drive and introduced him 
to our members – I understand this was a lasting 
highlight for him. In recent years he moved to a rest 
home in Christchurch where I visited him in 2010, 
then quite frail, but still very interested in our Club.

We salute his memory and the contribution 
Clem made to our sport – both for Scottish and 
the wider Vet movement.

Alan Stevens Patron

Jac Built 
Construction 
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In a country that counts barely two 

degrees of separation among its citizens, 

it was not long before connections and 

impacts of the 22 February Christchurch 

earthquake were directly felt by people 

all over New Zealand.  The shockwaves 

impacted on our sport too almost 

immediately with the cancellation of the 

International Track Meet, scheduled for 

that weekend in Christchurch.

Almost as quickly, communities all over the 

country asked themselves: what can we do 

to help? As did the running community, who 

scrambled together the Wellington Track Meet 4 

Christchurch. 

With several of the star-studded International 

Track Meet line-up already in Wellington training 

with Nick Willis, the Wellington and national 

running fraternity 

mobilised to create a 

unique fundraising 

occasion with 

donations going to the 

Salvation Army.

Spear-headed by 

Nick Willis, Scottish’s 

Hayden Shearman, 

Rees Buck and others, 

and aided by the 

juggernaut that is 

the social media, a high quality track meet was 

hastily yet expertly arranged for Newtown Park to 

fi ll the 26th February athletic void.

After a summer of walking into weekly Newtown 

Park track meets that consist of almost more 

offi  cials than athletes, I was amazed to see and hear 

the buzz of a jam-packed stand and the area along 

the home straight thronging with a mix of running 

stalwarts, media, VIPs and the general public.

The circumstances for the shifting of the 

presentation of the Olympic silver medal to 

Nick Willis from Christchurch to Wellington 

were devastating. However, Nick’s acceptance 

of the medal in Wellington was of course very 

special. The ceremony was beautifully done. 

Roger Robinson brought his particular gravitas 

and an added poignancy to the occasion. New 

Zealand Olympic Committee representative Barry 

Maister spoke well and presented the medal to 

a beaming and then emotional Nick, as the of 

the reality of the occasion, shared with his family, 

friends, runners and respectful public washed 

over him. Extended applause rang out. The New 

Zealand national anthem played by the Salvation 

Army Band followed, starting sombrely and alone, 

it gradually lifted as the crowd quietly joined in 

that unmistakable Kiwi way. 

Then it was straight into the action, starting with 

the elite men’s 800m featuring American mile 

record-holder Alan Webb. Webb (1.52) was off  the 

pace throughout and Otago’s Glen Ballam (1.50) 

Grant McLean
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came through ahead of Scottish’s Tim Hawkes. 

Webb, was likely saving himself as the pace for the 

mile thirty minutes later. Although in cruise mode, 

it was wonderful to see the diminutive Webb in 

the fl esh, a real thoroughbred athlete springing 

along the track.  The open 1500m contained a 

large local fi eld and WHAC’s Evan Cooper (3.55) 

held out Jesse Patel (3.58) in some good racing.

Come the feature mile and the organisers made 

the great call to invite the now swelling crowd 

to border the track itself. A master-stroke, which 

created a wonderful interactive atmosphere 

with the athletes, reminiscent of the way it used 

to be in the heady days of Snell racing on New 

Zealand soil. Watching the eff ortless acceleration 

in Nick’s stride-out at close range was also 

breathtaking. The race included Nick’s friends 

and top American’s Brandon Bethke, Alan Webb 

as pace, and crowd favourite Will Leer, sporting 

a magnifi cent handle-bar moustache and 

fl owing locks that rivalled that of the great Steve 

Prefontaine circa 1972. 

The gun went off  to a cheer and the crowd was 

treated to metronomic pacing by Webb seemingly 

fresh after his earlier hit out, taking the leading 

pack through to 1000m at 60 second pace.  Our 

own Hamish Carson got an extra cheer, although 

he was feeling the heat of top class competition. 

Leer pushed to the front going into the fi nal lap, 

the bell eliciting a roar from the crowd. There was 

a collective “Oh” as top British miler Lee Emanuel 

dramatically fell with 200 metres to go. From 

there Nick rounded Leer and Bredcht down the 

home straight to a popular win (3.58). The runners’ 

then loped up the home straight acknowledging 

the rapturous audience with waves and claps.  

Kathrine Switzer spoke to a happy Nick and then 

the charismatic Leer who said he wanted to “ 

hear from you Kiwis” creating another roar from 

the crowd. Leer also announced that Nike was 

contributing $5000 to the money already raised for 

the Salvation Army on the night (which in the end 

totaled more than $20,000).. 

As the crowd began to disperse, Nick Willis 

remained on the infi eld signing autographs and 

posing for photos with his silver medal and the 

many eager fans of all ages.

Although founded on a tragic event, the 

realisation of the night off ered a number of 

positive green shoots for athletics to my mind. 

Over and above the human desire of people 

to help  each other in times of tragedy, other 

lessons may be learned.  In a sport where 

administrators and athletes have often appeared 

to be at loggerheads, it was heartening to see 

the levels of ‘can do’ collaboration that made 

the event happen in a fl ash. While we cannot 

produce an Olympic silver medal at a whim 

there was the glimpse of the opportunities to 

re-engage and excite the broader public through 

top class athletics, by innovating with quick fi re 

and interactive formats. It was all over in ninety 

minutes with the crowd going home happy, even 

inspired. Yes through athletics I saw hope on 

Saturday 26th February at Newtown Park. 
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Sleepy runners - 
   are they as fast?  

This article was written with assistance 

provided by Dr Alex Bartle who has been 

involved with the New Zealand Academy 

of Sport, giving a series of talks around 

New Zealand on the impact of sleep on 

athletic performance

Do we sleep enough?

Wellington has its own sleep expert, Professor 

Phillipa Gander at the Sleep Sleep/Wake Research 

Centre. She points out that our sleep patterns 

evolved long before electric light bulbs were 

invented, but have been upset as a result of them. 

She surveyed 10,000 adults drawn at random from 

the electoral roll, and found 37 percent said they 

rarely or never got enough sleep.   

In his 1996 book, Sleep Thieves, Psychology Professor 

Stanley Coren provides hard evidence. He predicted 

that at the end of daylight saving when there is a 

brief opportunity to catch up on lost sleep, there 

might be fewer traffi  c smashes. The beginning of 

daylight saving might signal an increase. His analysis 

of data from Canada proved this. 

If you have long term sleep debt, you may have 

forgotten what it feels like to be wide awake. 

Psychological eff ects of sleep debt  - many are 

similar to being drunk! 

 » slowed reaction times 

 » impaired memory  

 » falling asleep quickly (low sleep latency)

 » irritability- probably due to an increase in the 

stress hormone cortisol

 » we  micro-sleep  without noticing for between a 

second and half a minute – unfortunately this can 

prove fatal when we are driving (LTSA estimated 

about 140 deaths a year are caused this way)

 » the brain becomes incapable of putting an 

emotional event into the proper perspective 

and making a controlled, suitable response to 

the event (sound familiar?).

According to sleep researchers, workers suff ering 

fatigue (sleepiness) or falling asleep have caused: 

nuclear power plant accidents, military mishaps, 

the space shuttle disaster, oil rig explosions, New 

Zealand train crashes and patient deaths while 

under anaesthetic. Sleepiness will be less evident 

while running because then we are in a state 

of arousal and endorphins are released, so we 

probably won’t crash into anything until afterwards! 

Professor Harlene Hayne at Otago University 

found the adolescent brain is highly susceptible 

to damage as it continues to change and develop 

until the mid 20s. Hayne found poor brain function 

in those who had abused alcohol while young. Late 

night partying is not too good for young brains.

Physiological eff ects of short term sleep debt on 

athletic performance

 » lower maximum sprint speed 

Jonathan Harper
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 » higher heart rate 

 » lowered oxygen uptake

 » faster lactic acid buildup

 » double the chance of injury

As you probably won’t notice all this, you could 

over-train. It is likely that if you do a PB or even a 

world record while feeling sleepy, you could have 

done better with more sleep. A nap of 15 minutes 

has been proved to make a diff erence.

Do athletes get enough sleep?

Cheri Mah has headed recent research at Stanford 

University. Mah found top student athletes got an 

average of 5 or 6 hours sleep a night when research 

shows they need 9.5 to 10 hours.  In a variety of 

sports including athletics, she found ensuring they 

got more sleep improved sprinting speeds and 

other athletic skills while they became less moody.

Long term health eff ects of sleep debt

Work by Holzman (2009) found sleep debt allows a 

toxic plaque to increase in the brain. This kills cells 

and some think can lead to Alzheimer’s. Over time, 

long term sleep debt can cause:

 » high blood pressure

 » heart attack

 » stroke

 » impaired  immune system  

 » less growth hormone released during sleep (vital 

for young athletes)

 » gastrointestinal disorders

 » obesity - due to an increase in hunger and 

lower metabolism. This can lead to apnoea and 

more debt

 » poor relationship problems with a bed partner! 

Best time to train?

Dr Bartle suggests the ideal is a few hours after 

waking – between 10am and midday – but straight 

after work is also good. Avoid training close to 

bedtime because this can disrupt your sleep. Your 

body temperature warms up over the mornings 

and lowers in the evenings when the hormone 

melatonin prepares the body for sleep.

Conclusion

Once doctors were convinced from their professional 

experience, received wisdom (tradition) and many 

anecdotes that bloodletting was an excellent cure.  

Then some doctors recommended smoking.  The 

writer can remember when many sports clubrooms 

reeked of tobacco smoke, and a major athletics 

sponsor was a tobacco company. A number of 

young athletes smoked, and were not concerned as 

they continued to progress and achieve PBs.  Now a 

number of our young athletes have the same attitude 

towards continual sleep debt. 

Bloodletting, smoking and sleep debt have been 

subjected to scientifi c fair trials where two groups of 

similar or randomly assigned people are compared.  

The only consistent diff erence between the two 

groups is one group has bloodletting, smokes or 

has a sleep debt while the other does not. This 

beats professional experience, received wisdom 

and anecdote. The plural of anecdote is not data. 

Join the dots!

Excellent primers on health science
Trick or Treatment (2008) Singh and Ernst – 

available in Wellington library 

Bad Science (2008) Dr Ben Goldacre 

Good to Google
Helpguide how much sleep – this off ers very good 

practical advice on how to get enough sleep 

BBC Science sheep dash -  a reaction time test to for 

sleepiness (or alcohol levels!) 

Web MD 2007 More Sleep Boosts Athletic Performance

Web MD chronic sleep deprivation may harm health

Sleepwellclinic.co.nz  established by Dr Bartle  

Further reading
Sleep Thieves by Professor Stanley Coren (1996) - 

available from the Wellington Library. 

Sleep and the 24-Hour Society (2003) 

Professor Phillipa Gander   
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Track Building in Wellington

A number of new off -road tracks have 

evolved in Wellington over the last year 

or so which has boosted the range of 

interesting route options for Saturday 

pack runs.  This article explores some 

recently completed tracks, who’s building 

them and what else is in progress.

The variety of tracks so close to our Mt Cook 
clubrooms means that we have a superb range 
of off -road route options for Saturday pack runs.

In particular, two tracks built in Aro Valley over 
the last year or so have made great new new 
loops possible.  These are the ‘Highbury Fling’ 
and ‘Transient’ tracks which are both two-way, 
dual-use tracks that are part of a plan to enhance 
access through the Polhill Reserve.  Both tracks 
link up with other existing tracks in the area and 
often featured in Green pack runs during 2010! 

Highbury Fling

Highbury Fling links the Fenceline just above 
George Denton Park with Ashton Fitchett Drive 
in Brooklyn.  

Hugging the contours around the top of 
Polhill Reserve, it has an overall gentle gradient 
upwards from the North to South.  Most of the 
track is under mature forest, and around the 
halfway point there is harbour-view side track.  

It was built over several months in 2009/2010 
by volunteers led primarily by Grant Preston-
Thomas of the Western Tracks Group.   Grant 
(who is in his 70s) made the pilot track and 
Jonathon Kennett, an experienced trail designer 
and author of several cycling-related books, 
contributed to mapping and supervising larger 
volunteer groups.  The weekly Wednesday 
lunchtime build sessions were boosted by a 
group of around 30 BNZ employees in late 2009 
who completed around 700m in a day as part 
of a corporate volunteer initiative.  Much of 
the track has been gravelled and after several 
months of use it fl ows nicely on foot or wheels 
in either direction.

Transient

The Transient track zig-zags up a deep valley 
from Aro Street at a moderate gradient.  The 
part that has so far been completed forms 
a connection between to Karepa Street in 
Brooklyn.

The remaining section of Transient is under 
construction and the lower part of this follows 
an old farm track. Once completed the 2km 
track will link up with Ashton Fitchett Drive in 
Brooklyn.  

Rebecca Speirs
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A bridge to cross a gully and board walk are 
needed which as of January 2011 are in the 
process of being designed and consented and 
should be built by the middle of the year.   With 
enough volunteer eff ort it is hoped to complete 
the digging to link up with Highbury Fling by 
the end of March. 

Local mountain bikers Kevin O’Donnell and Craig 
Starnes have played a big part in leading this 
project from the beginning.  

In addition, since October 2010, the mountain 
biking group ‘Revolve’ have been leading 
fortnightly Tuesday evening digs on Transient.  I 
took part in on one of these sessions in December 
and it was talking with Kevin that sparked the 
idea of doing this piece - he commented that 
runners appear to be using the new tracks even 
more than the mountain bikers (who have been 

the driving force in 
building them).  This 
got me thinking about 
how we as a club 
really benefi t from 
initiatives like these 
from Wellington’s 
enthusiastic mountain 
biking community.

Jonathan Kennett has 
also applied for this 
project to be included 
in BNZ’s ‘Closed for 
Good’ volunteer day 
in March, hopefully 
construction eff orts 

will be boosted by this too (for more details see: 
http://www.closedforgood.org/project/143/ )

Other new tracks 

Other new tracks built recently include

 » North Miramar (e.g. Bootleg and Conviction) 

 » Hataitai zigzag extension on Mt Victoria 

 » Reroute of Red rocks exit to the South Coast

 » Several tracks at Makara Peak (Northface, 

Smoking and JFK)

 » Kohekohe track above Otari-Wilton’s Bush  

Further details on these and other tracks around 
Wellington can be found on the http://tracks.
org.nz/ - a great resource for information on trails 
around Wellington and beyond.

All of these tracks are community-built except 
for the Red Rocks reroute (which was a contract 
build fi nanced by Wellington City Council).  
Volunteer work on a track typically involves 

digging with pick 
axes to widen 
a pilot track 
into something 
that can easily 
be biked/run/
walked, pruning 
back vegetation 
or fi ne tuning 
corners. 
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Future Plans

There is another new track, 
known as ‘Barking Emu’ 
in the planning stages at 
present.  This is a link from 
the Tip Track near the South 
Coast, to the top end of the 
‘Car Parts Extension’ track 
near the Brooklyn Wind 
Turbine.  The name comes 
from the residents of a 
nearby fi eld – although it 

was later found out they were ostriches!

In summary

So in summary, the track network is evolving in 
several places across Wellington and there are 
many dedicated volunteers making this happen 
(with support from the council).

Digging notes

As both a runner and mountain biker, last year 
I set my self a goal of attending a few digs and 
found them really satisfying experience with a 
great bunch of people.   I went back for another 
session on Transient in January and am planning 
to do a few more over 2011.

This article aims to explore this topic rather 
than recruit trail builders.  However if you are 
interested, here’s some info and contact details 
on current builds around the city: 

 » Transient – there are weekly lunchtime digs 

on Wednesdays and fortnightly Tuesday 

evening  digs

 » for details on the lunchtime digs contact 

Dave Halliday at Wellington City Council on 

801 3476 or david.halliday@wcc.govt.nz 

 » for the Tuesday digs, see   

http://revolvetraining.co.nz/calendar/ 

 » Miramar – the Miramar Track Project has 

a Facebook group with dig and contact 

details, on www.facebook.com just search for 

‘Miramar Track Project’ 

Stress free property 
management with 
no hidden costs!

 » Fixed price property 
management

 » $125 + GST per month 

 » Reliable and proactive

 » Access your property 
info anytime, anywhere 
with online access

www.trustproperties.co.nz

Jared Buck 
0272746643
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Quality training sessions
for the casual runner

Quality training sessions come in all 

shapes and sizes but simply making it a 

consistent part of your training schedule 

can reap huge benefi ts. This short article 

outlines three of my favourite sessions 

which, for the casual runner, will provide 

you with a challenging but rewarding 

addition to your running regime- perfect 

for getting a little bit of race fi tness early 

in the season.

 In General quality sessions refl ect the old axiom 
-”if you to want to run fast, you have to run fast” 
- a frighteningly simple concept. If your body 
hasn’t got used to running fast in training at 
a high heart rate, putting some strain on your 
lungs and muscles come race time and asking 
your body to push for an extended period 
is going to end in (sometimes spectacular) 
disappointment. I will save you the medical/
biological details of why quality training works 
but if you want to know check out one of the 
many quality texts on running training such as 
“Higdon, H.  2006, Marathon- the ultimate training 
and racing guide” or Noakes, T. 2003, The Lore of 
Running.

The following sessions are a great introduction 
to what can be done to build a quality training 
that will get you used to running faster in 
training and benefi t you come race time.

1) Basic interval sessions  - This type of run 
can be done either at the track or anywhere 

where there is an extended section of fl at road. 
Round the Bays is great, so is the south coast or 
the main road running between Porirua, Tawa 
and Johnsonville. What I like to do with this 
one is get a good solid 20 minute warm up so 
that I am sweating and my heart rate is up to a 
rate where I can feel it but still talk comfortably. 
From there - take the bull by the horns and do 
anywhere between 5 and 8 x3 minute intervals 
running at about your 5K race pace. In between 
jog for  two minutes before getting stuck in 
again. The key to these sessions is to push hard- 
but not too hard. Keep it consistent and try to 
run the same distance at interval 6-8 as you do 
in interval 1-3. The last two intervals are tough 
but they are a good test of mental strength - at 
that point of the workout I  am always thinking 
of the tasty breakfast I am going to eat (if in the 
morning) or how good a cold beer will taste.  
Following the completion of your session slow 
down and do a nice easy 10-15 minute warm 
down followed by some stretching. 

2) The 6 x 1K special - This session is perfect 
for sharpening up for a road race of any 
distance from 10K to the 1/2 marathon. I 
prefer to do this type of session at the track 
but there is nothing stopping you doing it 
somewhere where you know the distance of 
a particular piece of road (e.g. Round the Bays 
or at Karori Park). Again get a good warm up 
in to make sure you don’t go in cold. Then 
pick a pace you want to run your reps in - for 
example 4:10 per kilometer. Jog over to the 
start line and let rip. 1K is 2.5 laps of the track. 

Edwin Massey – Coaching Coordinator
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The markings at Newtown Park have improved 
recently and you can clearly tick off every 200 
metres you run. Once you have completed 
your K jog the remaining 200 meters round 
to the start line (Should take 90 seconds - or 
even double back so your rest is 2 minutes) 
and then repeat. A good guide for pace is 
what you run per K in a 5K race. Similar to 
above, keep it consistent, don’t push to early 
in the session or sprint the first couple just 
because you are feeling good. The good thing 
about this session is that you run a long way 
in quite a short time. For example, jogging 
from town to track is about 5K add in your 6K 
plus the 1K recovery + 5K back and you have 
covered a lot of ground. Finish off with some 
stretching and a good feed! 

 3) The hill interval session - I like to run this 
session early in the season as I am increasing 
my distance- it is a great way to get some 
hill running in without actually travelling to 
far from your point of origin. It can be run 
anywhere there is a longish hill (so given 
Wellington’s geography basically anywhere - 
For example Gloucester Street and Hereford 
Street in Wilton are absolutely perfect. First get 
a good 5K warm up in and then select your 
hill. Then sprint uphill as hard as you can for 45 
seconds, note how far you have run and walk 
back to where you started. Repeat 4 times.  
From there run for 2 minutes up the hill at a 

good clip (say marathon pace), concentrating 
on form, jogging back down to the start at 
repeating 4 times. Finish up with a 3K warm 
down and some stretching.  If you repeat this 
session week on week as part of a regular 
programme you will fi nd that over time you 
cover more and more ground. Prime evidence 
you are getting fi tter.

So that’s it- if you haven’t tried it before - get 
over that fear of the unknown, or potential 
injury, and get stuck into it! You don’t have 
to complete a full session as outlined here to 
start getting benefits- cut down the number 
of intervals or add in some extra recovery 
time between them. In addition to improving 
your running these sessions are addictive due 
to the endorphin rush you will experience 
afterwards and the extra food you will feel like 
eating for the rest of the day. If you would like 
any more information on why quality training 
is so good, how often you should do it, or 
more guidance on some challenging sessions; 
have a chat to one of Scottish’s coaches or 
send me an e-mail. 

Happy running!  

Cheers, Edwin, tha.mass@gmail.com

Push yourself
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Question:  Why join Scottish?  

Answer:  Because it is great value.  
Just look at all the     
benefits you get:

Ju
ni

or
 M

em
be

rs
hip

 (u
nder 1

9 $90, under 16 $60): Our junior members g

Racing Membership ($165): All the ben

Free entry to our fi ve member only 

handicap races (distances from 5k to 9k)

Friendly, low-key races where anyone can win.  Trying 

to fool the club handicapper is a Scottish tradition.

Creche

For a small donation members have access to a 

creche based at the clubrooms (or away venue) 

during most pack runs and club races.

 Saturday group run/walks – on a 

minimum of 18 weekends between March 

and October 

Running or walking with a group is a great way to 

get fi t, meet other club members and see some of 

Wellington’s best scenery.  Pack outings generally 

start and fi nish at our clubrooms in Mt Cook – with 

occasional “away” visits to other Wellington suburbs 

for a bit of variety.  Each pack is managed by an 

experienced leader who sets the route and keeps the 

pack together.  With at least 8 packs going out each 

weekend you can choose a pace that suits you.

Away trips

Partially subsidised away trips to the North Island 

Cross Country Championships in July and National 

Road Relays in September.   Last year’s subsidies were 

over $100 per member.

Clubrooms

Our recently refurbished and well-appointed 

Clubrooms are conveniently located at Prince Of 

Wales Park, Mt Cook, with access to off -road parking.

Track and fi eld competition at Newtown Park

During the summer you can compete in Wellington’s track 

and fi eld competitions, with your entry fees paid for.  

Scottish Supporters Trust

High performance or high potential athletes 

have access to funding for travel and entry fees 

through our supporters network.

Standard Annual M
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get all the benefits of a racing membership at a greatly reduced price.

nefits of a Standard Membership, plus: 

Our community

Meet other like-minded people and link for runs during 

the week.  A varied social calendar includes the chance for 

a regular post-run catch up with friends over a free cup of 

tea in our clubrooms, regular post-run pub outings, and 

the club’s annual prizegiving.  Our social committee also 

organise a variety of events throughout the year. Family 

and friends are welcome at all our social events. 

Access to coaching services

If you want to improve your running or walking, 

or have an event you want to train for, then our 

experienced coaching team can help with a 

personalised training programme, as well as advice 

on everything from nutrition to race day preparation. 

Regular news

We keep our members up to date via the club’s 

website and facebook page as well as a weekly 

email.  Our regular high quality magazine is free 

to members.  It contains news and updates from 

around our club, plus a host of useful training tips, 

race reports, profi les and more.

Membership of Athletics New Zealand

This entitles you to race in regional and national level 

events, and gets you discounts off  entry fees for some 

half and full marathons.

Free entry to Wellington’s seven interclub races

Whether you like cross country, road or relay races, 

Wellington’s interclub programme has something for you.  

Your membership covers your entry fee to all these events.  

And with the events moving to electronic timing, your 

membership also includes your own timing chip.

Membership ($95)

facebook.com/wellingtonscottish

Follow us on 
Facebook
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THE GUTS OF RUNNER’S KNEE – WHAT IS IT?

Our bodies are intentioned to be an immaculate 
system of networks – everything is connected in 
some twisted and confusing way. The muscular 
system is one of those networks whereby if one part 
is altered (i.e. a tight or weak muscle), the rest tend 
to take a hit - it acts like a bit of a domino eff ect. 
In the case of Runner’s Knee, an imbalance occurs 
between the muscles that work to stabilise the knee 
joint. Here’s a wee picture to show you how this 
imbalance occurs -

Here’s a term that’s thrown 

around a bit! But, what is 

Runner’s Knee? How does it 

occur?  How can you prevent it 

from happening? And how can 

you add a touch of DIY if you 

feel that this particular injury is 

on the brink of setting in?

Ryan Woolley 
Personal Trainer at Pulse (The Terrace)
www.pulsept.co.nz, ryan.woolley89@gmail.com

Runner’s Knee

1. This muscle 

tightens and drags 

the knee cap toward 

the outside of the 

knee joint.

2. This muscle weakens – 

it can’t resist the patella 

from being pulled 

outward.  

3. Pain here! This all means 

that the patella isn’t able 

to move properly within 

the joint as you bend and 

straighten the knee.

WHAT TO DO UPON FEELING PAIN HERE – 

• Commonsense rules apply – if pain around the front of the knee gets worse while running, 
STOP RUNNING! Don’t aggravate it.

• Find an alternative, pain free form of exercise to replace running until everything is 100% again 
– cycling can be a great alternative, here. 

• If there is obvious swelling around the joint, apply ice for 10-20 minutes, three times each day, 
until it subsides. Also, consider purchasing for an anti-infl ammatory. 

• Have a look at what is written over the page....
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DIY Stuff 
Before I begin, I’d like to stress that what is outlined 
below is no wonder solution – I’ve taken my own 
ideas about what causes this injury and put them 
on paper. If you feel that you have experienced 
no change in pain during running/walking after 
1-2 weeks of completing this regime, please 
(please!) consider seeing an exercise professional 
or physiotherapist so they can fi nd exactly what is 
going on. 

Here’s a plan to assist in the prevention and 
rehabilitation of Runner’s Knee. Complete this 
alongside the exercises that I described in the article 

I wrote in Volume 6 -

TO STRETCH THE FRONT OF THE HIP...

Tightness in this area can lead to a tight iliotibial band (ITB), which is typically included within the 

scope of the problem.

 Points to Note:
Push your hips forward – keep them under your 
shoulders

Shoulders back, chest out.

Squeeze your stomach for the duration of the stretch.

Squeeze the same side of the butt as the back leg, i.e. if 
the left leg is behind the hips, squeeze the left butt.

Hold for 40secs each side.

Repeat if tightness in this region is obvious.

A DOUBLE WHAMMY

Stretch the hamstrings (back of the thigh) and strengthen the lower portion of the quadriceps 

(front of the thigh). Find a ledge higher than knee height to sit on.

Points to Note:
Both hands are placed behind the lower back. They are 
there for feedback – push your chest out; straighten your 
back.

Pull your left foot toward the same knee (as pictured).

Straighten the left leg until the back of the thigh as 
much as you can, then pull back a bit, to stretch the left 
hamstring group.

Note:

• The diagrams provided may not 
necessarily be a true representation 
of the exercises used – please use 
an open mind, and be easy on the 
‘artist’ who drew them; he can only 
get better!

• Please (please) approach the number 
of repetitions and sets provided 
with an arbitrary nature; they are not 
set in stone and may be modifi ed 
depending on progress and one’s 
own state of health at the time. 
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TO STRETCH THE BACK OF THE HIP* 

Within the ‘Runner’s Knee package’ is tightness around the area stretched during this exercise. I 

found this one pretty tricky to draw, so decided to search for an alternative – Google...

Points to Note:
Keep lower back and hips on the ground.

Try and keep the knee of the stretched leg as close to 90 
degrees as you can.

Hold for 60secs each leg.

The hip of the troubled leg may need an extra 60secs.

*Lee, J. (2010). ‘The Glut-Piriformis Stretch’. SpeedEndurance.
com. Retrieved January 23, 2010, from http://www.easybib.
com/reference/guide/apa/website

STRETCH THE INSIDE OF THE HIP

This area can get tight if you fall asleep on your side every night. Consequently, this can be a big 

contributor to the imbalance around the knee joint that I mentioned at the beginning of the 

article.  

From the position illustrated, move each leg toward the ground while remaining in contact with the 
wall.

Points to Note:
Keep lower back and hips on the ground – don’t let 
them lift.

Attempt to keep both feet align – don’t let them splay 
out to the side.  

Keep both knees straight.

Hold for 1-2mins.
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MASSAGE THE OUTSIDE OF THE THIGH

To get thorough treatment, I recommend this be done professionally. Get in contact with your 

local/favourite massage therapist and ask them to spend extra time on three things – your 

quadriceps, hip fl exors, and ITB. The ITB (Iliotibial band) is a band of connective tissue that spans 

the outside of the thigh. It originates at the hip (‘ilio-’) and inserts at the knee (‘-tibial’). 

For those who have one, a foam roller can also be a great tool for self massage of the ITB – 

SELF MASSAGE FOR THE ITB (ILIOTIBIAL BAND)

• Starting position is as illustrated above. Put weight through the foot that is placed on the ground 
to control the amount of weight that you’re placing through the outside of the thigh.

• Move back and forth, rolling over the outside of the thigh. Put more pressure through the area 
while you are rolling TOWARD the heart. Take pressure off  the area while rolling toward the knee. 

• BEWARE – this may be a very sensitive area for those who have not had a massage around this 
area before. Start easy – massage over the area 10 times or so twice a day.

• If the right knee is sore, the right thigh will be more tender (and vice versa).

Ryan Woolley
Personal Trainer at Pulse  
(The Terrace)
ryan.woolley89@gmail.com
www.pulsept.co.nz



 RUNNING 
WRITING 
 ROBINSON

A large number of Scottish members 

attended the ‘surprise’ launch of a book 

dedicated to running, writing maestro 

Roger Robinson. The occasion had been 

three years in the making as a number 

of Roger’s closest academic, literary and 

running colleagues, aided by Kathrine 

Switzer, toiled in the shadows and held 

many clandestine meetings ‘downtown’ 

to produce this wonderful tribute. The 

night was tinged with real sadness though 

at the news that one of Roger’s closest 

running friends Brian Taylor, who was due 

to attend the surprise event, was missing 

in the CTV Building in Christchurch. 

Naturally, Kathrine had to let Roger know 

about the secret book launch the night 

before due to the tragic circumstances. 

Roger arrived and moved silently through the 

crowd awaiting him, stopping every few steps 

to acknowledge with a smile a familiar face from 

the past and present. David Norton introduced 

the evening and then Tim Chamberlain a long-

time publishing and running friend (founding 

editor of the New Zealand Runner magazine) 

gave a beautiful speech summing up what is 

special about Running, Writing, Robinson. At 

the core is his inclusiveness, economy of style 

and fabled wit. It is the way Roger has been able 

to weave all his loves into one renaissance-like 

but not self-aggrandising, rather purposeful 

persona and inspired so many to take a literary 

cross-country journey with wit and spirit. Tim 

outlined the amazing breadth of contributors 

to the book refl ecting Roger’s reach; from New 

Zealand literary greats such as Fiona Kidman, Witi 

Ihimaeara, Brian Turner, global running writers 

such as Bruce Tulloh and Amby Burfoot, to local 

running friends and competitors, family and his 

students. Roger then spoke with emotion, noting 

that the week, like running itself, is the best and 

worst of times given the devastating events 

of two days earlier.  It was recognised though 

that it was a celebration and that Brian himself 

would have been the loudest protagonist of the 

occasion, so there were many laughs and smiles 

through the evening as we celebrated one of our 

running and literary greats.

Ed. And remember, Roger and Kathrine will be sharing their 

special brand of linguistic magic on Tuesday 22 March, 

at the Marathon talk (see page 4 for details).  Copies of 

Running, Writing, Robinson will also be on sale ($40). 

Grant McLean
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Scottish Senior Women
Diane Morgan and Christine Jones, 

Women’s co- captains

Last season was an excellent one for Scottish 

women that refl ected and enhanced the spirit of 

the club, especially the women’s sections. Many 

new women joined and continue to run with us. 

Over the summer women have participated in 

many events including triathlon, off  road and track. 

Senior women get into the spirit

Women have also taken advantage of track 

training sessions off ered by Stephanie MacKenzie 

on Saturday mornings and Tricia Sloan on 

alternate Wednesday evenings.  These excellent 

sessions are a great way to improve speed and 

have successfully catered for all women. They 

have been excellent. Rebecca Speirs continues 

to be a great motivator for the Scenic Sunday 

Series and she is encouraging others to also lead 

these runs. We continue to have a pack run each 

Thursday evening leaving from Freyberg followed 

by a coff ee.

Senior and Masters’ women have enthusiastically 

helped as offi  cials with the 5K series which is 

appreciated and women have encouraged others 

to take part in fun events such as teaming up for 

the Splash and Dash.  It is good to have variety 

and fun in your running during the summer to 

enable you to come back to the Club recharged 

and keen. This should result in making the 

Women’s contribution to the Club a very positive 

one for 2011. We look forward to the harrier 

season and we want you to make the most of the 

varied programme that Scottish has to off er. You 

will enjoy wonderful friendships, support, pack 

runs and races. Your running will improve, you will 

be challenged and you will have a great time.

Stephanie McKenzie

Whether it was hilly or fl at, short or long, on the 

track, road or trail, the senior women have been 

racing well.  After National Road Relays, everyone 

returned to what they love best.  Vicki Jackson 

placed 3rd at the Auckland Marathon with a 

stunning personal best of 2:52.  It was only her 

second marathon and with a less than ideal build-

up (illness, night-shifts) she still shaved 16 minutes 

off  her previous performance.  Our hill specialist, 

Piret Klade, has been sensational off -road.  She was 

1st Woman 23-39 (3rd overall) at the grueling 21K 

Goat Alpine Adventure Run and won the Jumbo-

Holdsworth trail run.  Tina Harris has been tearing 

up the track, placing 2nd at the Scottish Night of 

Miles and achieving top placings in events from 

800 up to 3000m at tracks all over the North Island.  

Natalie is in fi ne form

Natalie Gaskin had a fantastic race at the Tauranga 

Half Ironman.  She was 2nd Woman 30-34 in 

a time of 4:47 and now has her sights on the 

Taupo Ironman in March.  The rest of us have 

been meeting regularly for sessions at the track 

and expect this to be a season to be refl ective of 

personal bests and surprising depth for us. 

TEAM UPDATES
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Masters’ Women
Masters’ women have been active over the 

Summer from road, to trail, to track and triathlon. 

Michele has continued to test her endurance in 

Ironman events around the country. Her sister 

Bernie has once again had a remarkable time of 

it, racking up World bests in the 60 year old age 

group. Bernie’s 10.59 3000m in February resulting in 

her fi fth world  best for the year. Bernie now holds 

world bests in the 3000m, 5000m, 10,000m, half 

marathon and marathon – truly inspirational!

Bernie snares fi ve world records!

Junior Women
Florence Reynolds

The track season has been in full swing as has 

the tri season. Scottish junior women have been 

representing the lion well across Aotearoa. At 

Secondary Schools’ Nationals, Ariana Harper ran a 

smart race to get a bronze medal in the 800m. Nicole 

Mitchell took 5th in the 4km Road race, and Florence 

Reynolds gained silver in the 2km Steeplechase.  

At the Sylvia Potts Classic, also in Hastings, Melody 

Stein gained 3rd in the Long Jump, an event won 

by a visiting Australian. She followed this with a 5th 

in the Triple Jump at the Cook’s Classic. 

Melody Stein in action for Scottish over Summer

Also in Palmerston North, Caroline Mellsop was 

fourth in the Athletics New Zealand W19 3k 

championships. Moving south, she took 1st place 

in the W19 1500 in our own Capital Classic, chased 

home by Florence Reynolds.  A little earlier Ariana 

Harper had taken 2nd in the W16 800m. The Night 

of Miles saw another win for Caroline in the W19 

mile. Meanwhile, and further afi eld, Nicole gained 

2nd places in triathlons in Rotorua and Tasmania 

(where the water was too polluted to swim).  The 

National Track and Field Championships in Dunedin 

are almost upon us; and while we have had some 

success, there’s still work to be done. To quote an old 

Scottish Proverb: ‘Never let your feet run faster than 

your shoes.’ Let’s get out there and carry the Scottish 

Lion to the Edinburgh of the South!

Ed. We say a big thanks to Flo for her regular 

contributions over the last two years. We wish her well 

at Auckland University.

Senior Men
Glenn Hughes

The track season is now nearly through. The New 

Zealand Grand Prix series began in Hastings on 

Sat 22 Jan at the Potts Classic. Hamish Carson 

had a fi rst up win the 1500m recording 3:54 

min. Three days later was the Cooks Classic and 

Jesse Patel was second the men’s mile in a PB 
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time 4.15min. Adam Steinmetz has also been a 

regular, competitive and often unheralded track 

representative for the club (season best for 800m 

1.58.3). You will always Adam proudly wearing the 

Scottish singlet – good on you Adam!

Adam Steinmetz has a crowd

The Capital Classic on 28 Jan also hosted the New 

Zealand 3000m Championships. Hamish Carson 

ran an outstanding race to win and add this title 

to the 1500m title he won last year. After going 

through halfway in 4:12min, Hamish fi nished in PB 

8:06min. In the same race Jesse Patel was 7th in a 

PB time of 8:38min. Scottish men also made up a 

good chunk of the Mens A 800m fi eld including 

Tim Hawkes, James List, Scott Kinnear, and Adam 

Steinmetz. Hawkes was the best placed fi nisher in 

5th recording 1:53 min.

Also in January, James Coubrough won the 

Croseus Crossing trial race on the West Coast in a 

new race record. He then went on to win the two 

day event at the Coast to Coast. Fantastic eff ort!

In February, highlights included Jessie Patel’s 3.53 

1500m and new member Jon Justice breaking 4 

minutes for 1500m (3.59). See the profi le on Jon 

on page xx. Tim Hawkes then claimed a rare place 

ahead of Nick Willis over 800m in Hamilton (2nd to 

Aunese Cureen in 1.51).

In late-February Wellington did its bit for 

Christchurch by hosting the Wellington Track Meet 

4 Christchurch, which was reported on earlier 

and included Scottish talent including Tim Hawks, 

Melody Stein, Caroline Mellsop, Jessie Patel and 

Hamish Carson.

Masters Men
Junior Masters’ (40-49)

Grant McLean

There has been a lot of activity among the junior 

Masters over Summer. Bill Twiss, Greg Mitchell, 

Todd Stevens, among others have made regular 

appearances at the track and on the Waterfront. 

Major Twiss back in command

Michael Wray continues to be like the Eveready 

Battery running all and sundry over Summer, 

including placing 6th overall (3rd Master) in the 

Buller Gorge marathon in 2.58. See Michael’s 

running blog for an excellent and entertaining 

refl ection on his marathon experience.  

http://michaelwray.wordpress.com/

The Mature Masters’ Men (50+)

Bob Stephens

The coming season provides a new challenge – 

an M60 club championship. The M60 is probably 

the fastest growing group in the club, saying 

something about the longevity of its members, 

most of whom want to emulate Michael Browne, 

the new M80 Wellington 1500 metre champ. But 

not too fast, Michael, your younger compatriots 

want to have a realistic target to chase. Apart 

from Michael, most of this group have been 

seen escorting Rebecca’s young ladies to various 

spots in Wellington on Sunday scenic runs. There 
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have been quite a few getting themselves wet in 

triathlons, though often the wetness has come 

from the sea spraying over the road rather than 

from swimming. The only notable overseas action 

seems to have come from Howard of Omsk, this 

time taking on Hamburg snow and cold in a half. 

The M50s are a year older, and no new blood 

coming through. That means more training for the 

Auckland road relay and interclub events. But there 

is still a strong group there, especially if Richard 

Brent can stay injury free, Peter Wrigley times his 

race walk judging overseas correctly, Graeme Lear 

does not get too caught up in Gisborne, and Chris 

Harp can be persuaded to return to the fold. A 

quick perusal of Paul’s website shows that the main 

activity has been recovery, and I am sure, training 

for the 2011 season. 

 John Palmer service to athletics recognized

 John Palmer has been well and truly recognised 

for his service to Wellington Masters Athletics, 

especially his excellent news bulletin. More of our 

MM should join up (I include myself here). Ed: I 

second that. John has also been a very attendee 

regular in the 5km series. Well done John.  

Walking section
Walking Summer Competition

John Leonard

Following the success of the winter All Rounder 

competition over the past two years in driving 

participation in events, the Club has organised 

a summer competition alongside the summer 

running competition.  The series includes thirteen 

races, which include mostly track races of 3000 and 

5000 meters and three road races.  It concludes 

with a one hour race on the track at Newtown Park 

on 19 March.

Competition at the halfway point has been keen 

with 19 club walkers competing.  Kevin Watson 

is leading the men followed by Peter Baillie and 

John Hines.  Terri Grimmett is leading the women 

followed by Daphne Jones and Shirley Dixon.   

Competition points are assigned to each place 

as with the winter All Rounder competition, and 

competing in many races can be more important 

than winning a few races.  The fi nal points will be 

selected from each competitor’s nine best results.

Phil Grimmett and Barbara Tucker in unison

All the track races are judged which provides 

feedback to walkers and encourages proper race 

walking technique.  Attendance at track races this 

summer has been signifi cantly boosted as a result 

of this competition.  I have judged many of the track 

races rather than competed in them, and fi elds of 

10 have been typical with many Scottish walkers 

showing a technique that passes judge’s scrutiny.
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P Team is BACK!!!   
By the Fat Controller – or MOFC (Morbidly 

Obese Fat Controller) for short!

Welcome to what will now be a regular update on 

the P Team – what it stands for, who’s in it, what 

we’re up to and all of that really exciting stuff  that I 

know Bernie secretly wants to know about us!

After a few years of hiatus, late in 2010 the P Team 

decided to get off  their chuff s (not one of our 

strengths!) and get ourselves organised.  On Sat 

26 February, we had our 2nd offi  cial meeting at a 

fi ne new establishment called The Hop Garden in 

Pirie Street, with over a dozen P Teamers attending 

a fantastic yet tumultuous re-launch of 2011 year of 

the P Team (including yet another new nickname for 

yours truly!)  A quick plug for The Hop Garden – we’ll 

have our fi rst few post clubrun drinkies there instead 

of Bar Edward – I’ll have a chat with the owners to 

see if we can get some discounts sorted!

One of the questions I often get asked why did you 

call yourselves the P Team?  Well, it all started way 

back in the late 1990’s, when after making the Road 

Relay A Team 2 seasons in a row, I fi nally started to 

get some injuries and got demoted to the B Team.  

The following year, I was carrying an injury and 

got demoted to the C Team.  The following year, 

in Dunedin, I was so badly injured that I ran in a 

composite team consisting of the likes of a spritely 

Johnny Hines and a yet-to-be-famous blue-mascara-

wearing Melissa Moon.  I had the last lap and was in 

horrible pain, and on the last climb I said to myself 

“dammit, I hate this running, I’m going to make up 

my own team” – and the P Team was born!  The P 

stands for a slang version of beer!

So what’s in store for the P Team this year?  It will be 

the 15th anniversary of the infamous P Team Trials, 

and with the calendar changes we will look to do 

something special this year, including opening it up 

to allcomers to coincide with the New Zealand Road 

Championships being held in Wellington.  We will 

undergo a proper recruitment drive; we’ll organise 

one major social event for the club; we’ve already 

got Buller 2012 in our calendars (30th anniversary), 

and last but by no means the least, we will be 

sampling many of New Zealand’s fi nest craft beers 

throughout the year.

In the next mag update I will talk more about some 

of the many stories that have made the P Team into 

what it is today!

Want to advertise here?
Get in touch with Grant: mczod@xtra.co.nz
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If you want to get from A to B, and you want to go via Q, X and Z, the consultants at The 

Terrace Travel are your airfare experts.  We are specialists in long-haul international travel, and 

skilled in the tricky multi-stop itineraries.

With over 70 years experience among our senior staff , The Terrace Travel has the expertise to 

get you where you want to go, while making the most of your travel budget.

So for fi rst-class service, whatever class you’re travelling, contact:

take the scenic 
route from 

'a' to 'b'

Paul Brydges

The Terrace Travel Limited

Ground Floor, 88 The Terrace,  Wellington

Tel  : 04 4998125

Email : terrace@phoenixtravel.co.nz
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Scottish Athlete Profile: Jon Justice

We welcome new member Jon Justice who 

joined Scottish over the Summer after coming 

under Steve Plowman’s wing. Jon is new to 

running and yet has already demonstrated 

significant potential turning in a 4.02 1500m. 

1: Tell us a little bit about yourself
I was born in Reading England and moved to 
Wellington New Zealand in 82. I manage a pool 
hall in town but I don’t like pool. Go fi gure.

2: What is your running background?
Our Primary school teacher would send us out for 
a run every day. Did western zones a few times. At 
secondary school I went to Wellington College. I was 
very quiet and didn’t really do anything. I did a little 
running but didn’t like anything and spent most of 
my time sleeping. Then a friends said he would give 
me a trial week at his gym. Then he said come for a 
hill sprints session then come to the track. I started 
running in July 08 instead of propping up the bar.”

3: What type of running do you like the most
I like track because I can nearly always fi gure out 
where I’m going. I’m looking forward to getting 
into the mud in winter. As long as  someone is 
having a worse time than me it’s ok.

4: What are your running main goals 
I would like to improve my 1500m time. I would like 
to get into steeple chase before the end of season.

5: What do you know about Scottish club and 

did you join via Steve’s recommendation?
I joined Scottish after hanging out with them 
down at the nationals in Christchurch. They were 
just a great bunch of guys.

6: You are coached by Scottish clubman Steve 

Plowman, how did you get on to Steve, and 

how does he get the best out of you?
I met Steve through one of his athletes a few 
month ago. Steve gets the best out of me by 
getting me to listen to my body. Something I 
hadn’t done for many years living the night life.

7: Following on from the coach-bit, what does 

your training consist of
Steve has me on long easy runs as I have had a 
shallow base to start with. The runs are broken 
up in the middle with a few stride outs a couple 
times a week.

8: What do you like about running?
I enjoy running as I don’t drive and I really don’t 
like public transport. I prefer running too many 
activities as I feel great afterward and I get way 
too engrossed in computer games if allowed.

9: Have you been involved in other sports?
I played paintball casually but found most of the 
players to be a bit odd and in poor shape. They 
were people that liked to hurt other people. I 
also did club swimming for three years towards 
the end of primary school that was great. 

Personal Bests

800m 1:55

1500  4:02

3000   9:04

Grant McLean



Well I hope everyone has been enjoying 

the Wellington Summer and hitting the 

track, the road and the trails. I know that 

the Lifestyle Waterfront 5k series was a 

great success with numbers increasing 

every year.

2011 is going to be a big year, with the Rugby 

World Cup on our doorstep. I also understand 

the RWC is resulting in a condensed Winter 

racing programme, which will make for 

plenty of tight action on the running scene. 

It is also great that the New Zealand Road 

Championships are once again being held 

in Wellington. I hope there will be large and 

strong fields that help showcase running 

locally. I will have to get out myself again too.

With the Harrier season nearly upon us it is 

also time to brace for the cooler months and 

prepare for the mud and rain. 

Remember though we are here to help you 

through the Winter season with our great 

range of apparel to help you through all 

conditions. We also have, or can get hold of, 

all your favourite shoes from training shoes to 

cross country spikes and trail shoes.

So come on out and see us, we are only 15 

minutes from the heart of Wellington by car. 

Cheers

Karen Rigby – Manager Lifestyle Sports

Karen’s Corner

Lifestyle Sports  
Best Caption 
Competition

What is the best caption for 
this intriguing view of the 
Lifestyle Waterfront 5k run?

Send your caption to 
rolysmith2@hotmail.com by 
Friday 25 March. The winner will 
be announced at the Scottish 
club opening on Saturday 26th 
March and on our website and 
Facebook page.
The best entry gets a Lifestyle 
Sports voucher!
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WHAT’S YOUR DNA?
CUSTOM CUSHIONING THAT ADAPTS TO YOUR RUN.

Performance Products to Make You Run Happy®

brooksrunning.co.nz

Improvement 
in cushioning.30% Twice as much 

energy return.
Compared to standard gel or EVA 
materials at baseline impact.

With maximum force applied. 
DNA requires much less energy than 
traditional cushioning systems.

Ravenna 2
Men’s

Ravenna 2 features anatomical 
Brooks® DNA which maps to 
the pressure points beneath 
the foot during running.

This season, everyone can Run Happy® as Brooks® DNA technology becomes available 
in a range of performance running footwear. 

Brooks® DNA is a breakthrough innovation that provides custom cushioning to the 
runner by instantly reacting to each step. It delivers just the right amount of cushioning 
and resiliency for each runner regardless of their size and speed. DNA defies the law of 
physics using polymer chain interactions at the molecular level that respond differently 
to high or low impact forces. 

Brooks® DNA is now available in a range of models with varying levels of underfoot 
protection in high pressure zones. 

Try on a pair at your running footwear specialist or visit 
brooksrunning.co.nz for more info.

2x

Available at The Athlete’s Foot, Shoe Clinic, Shoe Science, Smiths Sports Shoes and leading running retailers.

Brooks® DNA is now available 
in a model for every runner:

• Glycerin® 8 
• Ravenna 2 
• Trance™ 10
• Adrenaline™ GTS 11
• Ariel® 
• Cascadia 6®


